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"The papers drawn together in this book
seek to make a contribution to an
important area in economics: the study of
profit. Business accounting defines
profits as the excess of total revenue
minus total costs. On the other hand, in
economic theory profits have been
variously defined on the basis of what is
being measured and for what purpose, i.e.
as the return to ownership or the return
to entrepreneurship, and as national
income profits or real profits." "The
concept of profits, however, cannot and
should not be reduced simply to the
inquiry of measurement, but rather to its
role within the workings of an economic
system. The contributions to this volume
provide original insights into the crucial
questions of interrelationships between
profits, corporate investment and
financing activity, the causes of
instability and government deficits, and
the secular and cyclical changes in
production and employment."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
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Examines the environment of the New
Testament in an attempt to analyze the
scriptures more accurately and apply the
correct interpretation.
This book is a comprehensive introductory
manual that guides beginners to a
functional reading knowledge of late
medieval and early modern Yiddish
(c.1100-1750). It is the first such manual
to exist for that language, whose early
literary tradition comprises a range of
genres as broad as other contemporary
European literary traditions. The guide is
organized as a series of progressively
more complex lessons, focused on key texts
of the literary corpus, which are
presented in their authentic form as found
in manuscripts and early printed books.
The lessons seek to accommodate readers
ranging from absolute beginners to those
who might already know Hebrew, medieval
German, or modern Yiddish. The focal texts
are the Old Yiddish midrashic heroic lay,
'Joseph the Righteous', from the earliest
extant manuscript collection of Yiddish
literature (1382), the Middle Yiddish
romance adventure tale, 'Briyo and Zimro',
from a later collection (1585), and a full
canto of the Middle Yiddish epic, Pariz
and Viene (1594), each with full glosses
and a step-by-step introduction to the
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morphology, syntax, and phonology. Each
lesson also includes a brief supplemental
text that cumulatively demonstrates the
broad cultural range of the corpus. In
addition, several appendices of
supplementary material round out the
volume, including a collection of
additional readings, a table of the
manuscript hands and printing fonts
employed in the volume, and a full endglossary of all Yiddish words found in the
texts.
Heroes and Eagles
Advanced Placement Classroom
Julius Caesar by William Shakespeare
Junior High School Literature
A Guide to Old Literary Yiddish

The Teaching Success Guide for the
Advanced Placement Classroom series
helps teachers motivate students above
and beyond the norm by introducing
investigative, hands-on activities,
including debates, role-plays,
experiments, projects, and more, all
based on Advanced Placement and
college-level standards for learning.
Julius Caesar allows teachers to take a
fresh approach to one of Shakespeare's
most famous plays by moving beyond
basic history and memorization of
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quotes. Students will engage in
performance approaches to the text,
recreate the story's events in a news
show format, participate in collaborative
literature workshop activities, and
debate whether Caesar could have
prevented his assassination. The author
also provides easy-to-use discussions of
Shakespeare's language and how Julius
Caesar can be studied from different
critical perspectives. Grades 7-12
Julius Caesar is a popular text for study
by secondary students the world over.
This edition includes illustrations,
preliminary notes, reading lists
(including websites) and classroom
notes.
In this splendid profile, Canfora offers a
radically new interpretation of one of the
most controversial figures in history. The
result of a comprehensive study of the
ancient sources, "Julius Caesar" paints
an astonishingly detailed portrait of this
complex man and the times in which he
lived.
Julius Caesar Common Core Aligned
Literature Guide
Including Related Teaching Materials
K-12
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From Hudson's School Shakespeare
The Life and Times of the People's
Dictator
The Thinking Person's Guide to
Retirement
Columbia's guides to postwar African literature paint a unique
portrait of the continent's rich and diverse literary traditions. This
volume examines the rapid rise and growth of modern literature in
the three postcolonial nations of Zimbabwe, Malawi, and Zambia. It
tracks the multiple political and economic pressures that have
shaped Central African writing since the end of World War II and
reveals its authors' heroic efforts to keep their literary traditions
alive in the face of extreme poverty and AIDS. Adrian Roscoe
begins with a list of key political events. Since writers were
composing within both colonial and postcolonial contexts, he pays
particular attention to the nature of British colonialism, especially
theories regarding its provenance and motivation. Roscoe discusses
such historical figures as David Livingstone, Cecil Rhodes, and Sir
Harry Johnston, as well as modern power players, including Robert
Mugabe, Kenneth Kaunda, and Kamuzu Banda. He also addresses
efforts to create a literary-historical record from an African
perspective, an account that challenges white historiographies in
which the colonized was neither agent nor informer. A
comprehensive alphabetical guide profiles both established and
emerging authors and further illustrates issues raised in the
introduction. Roscoe then concludes with a detailed bibliography
recommending additional reading and sources. At the close of
World War II the people of Central Africa found themselves mired
in imperial fatigue and broken promises of freedom. This fueled a
desire for liberation and a major surge in literary production, and in
this illuminating guide Roscoe details the campaigns for social
justice and political integrity, for education and economic
empowerment, and for gender equity, participatory democracy,
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rural development, and environmental care that characterized this
exciting period of development.
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for this
Shakespearean tragedy. All sentences are from the play. Quizzes
feature famous quotes ("Beware the Ides of March," "Et tu, Brute?"
"Friends, Romans, countrymen lend me your ears," "let slip the
dogs of war," "I am constant as the northern star," "It was Greek to
me," "Yond Cassius has a lean and hungry look," "If you have tears,
prepare to shed them now," "This was the most unkindest cut of
all," "the fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars but in ourselves that
we are underlings").
"Some of the writers discussed include the Kenyan novelists Grace
Ogot and Ngugi wa Thiong'o, Ugandan poet and essayist Taban Lo
Liyong, Ethiopian playwright and poet Tsegaye Gabre-Medhin,
Tanzanian novelist and diplomat Peter Palangyo, Ethiopian novelist
Berhane Mariam Sahle-Sellassie, and the novelist M. G. Vassanji,
who portrays the Indian diaspora in Africa, Europe, and North
America." "Separate entries within this list describe thematic
concerns, such as colonialism, decolonization, the black aesthetic,
and the language question; the growth of genres like autobiography
and popular literature; important movements like cultural
nationalism and feminism; and the impact of major forces such as
AIDS/HIV, Christian missions, and urbanization.".
The Bible Knowledge Background Commentary
Guide to the Archival Materials of the German-speaking Emigration
to the United States after 1933
1966: July-December
Have We Gone Beyond St. Louis?
A Short Guide to Writing about Literature

"A subject-author-institution index which provides
titles and accession numbers to the document and
report literature that was announced in the monthly
issues of Resources in education" (earlier called
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Research in education).
Teaching Shakespeare has been a major
contribution to the knowledge and expertise of all
teachers of Shakespeare from primary upwards for
two decades. This full-colour second edition is in a
larger format, updated to reflect modern classroom
practice. It includes new contributions by leading
practitioners from Shakespeare's Globe, the
Shakespeare Schools Festival, the Shakespeare
Birthplace Trust and the Cambridge School
Shakespeare editorial team. Teaching Shakespeare
makes explicit the 'Active Shakespeare' principles
which underpin Cambridge School Shakespeare and
includes activities and advice to help teachers
develop their existing good practice, making the
learning of Shakespeare valuable and enjoyable for
all involved.
I, Cinna (The Poet) has one short scene in
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar where he is mistaken
for someone else and killed by the mob. Now, in a
new play by Tim Crouch, this unlucky man is given
a chance to tell his story. Written for ages 11+, I,
Cinna (The Poet) is a fusion of theatre, multimedia
and creative writing tasks. Cinna asks his young
audience to consider the relationship between
words and actions, art and politics, self and
society. During the performance he asks us to
write alongside him: a small poem on a big theme.
Originally commissioned for the World
Shakespeare Festival which is produced by the
Royal Shakespeare Company for London 2012
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Festival. Shortlisted for the Writers' Guild Award
for Theatre Play for Young People 2013.
English Teaching in the Secondary School
Julius Caesar Study Guide
The History, Philosophy, and Culture of Schooling
Advanced Educational Foundations for Teachers
El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2005
The Reception of Ancient Greece and Rome
in Children’s Literature: Heroes and
Eagles investigates the varying receptions
of Ancient Greece and Rome in children’s
literature, covering the genres of
historical fiction, fantasy, mystery
stories and classical mythology, and
considering the ideological manipulations
in these works.
Julius Caesar by William
ShakespeareLiterature GuideJulius Caesar
Common Core Aligned Literature
GuideResearch in EducationJulius
CaesarCastrovilli GiuseppeResources in
EducationJulius Caesar Study
GuideSaddleback Educational Publ
35 reproducible exercises in each guide
reinforce basic reading and comprehension
skills as they teach higher order critical
thinking skills and literary appreciation.
Teaching suggestions, background notes,
act-by-act summaries, and answer keys
included.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
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Elementary Teachers' Guide to Free
Curriculum Materials
Research in Education
The Journal of Education
ERIC Educational Documents Index

In the CliffsComplete guides, the novel's complete text
and a glossary appear side-by-side with coordinating
numbered lines to help you understand unusual words
and phrasing. You'll also find all the commentary and
resources of a standard CliffsNotes for Literature.
CliffsComplete Julius Caesar offers insight and
information into a work that's rich both dramatically
and thematically. Every generation since Shakespeare's
time has been able to identify with some political aspect
of the play. Discover what happens to Rome's highly
ambitious leader and to those who conspire to remove
him from the ranks — and save valuable studying time —
all at once. Enhance your reading of Julius Caesar with
these additional features: A summary and insightful
commentary for each chapter Bibliography and
historical background on the author, William
Shakespeare A look at Early Modern England
intellectual, religious, political, and social context
Coverage of Shakespeare's source and the play's
performance history A character map that graphically
illustrates the relationships among the characters
Review questions, a quiz, discussion guide, and activity
ideas A Resource Center full of books, articles, films,
and Web sites Streamline your literature study with allPage 9/14
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in-one help from CliffsComplete guides!
These essays by Philippine and U.S.-based scholars
illustrate the dynamism and complexities of the
discursive field of Philippine studies as a critique of
vestiges of "universalist" (Western/hegemonic)
paradigms; as an affirmation of "traditional" and
"emergent" cultural practices; as a site for new readings
of "old" texts and "new" popular forms brought into the
ambit of serious scholarship; and as a liberative space
for new art and literary genres.
A reference guide to world literature in English includes
information on writers, works, genres, and movements.
CliffsComplete Julius Caesar
A Pocket Guide to Writing in History
The Reception of Ancient Greece and Rome in
Children’s Literature
Oxford School Shakespeare
Named 12/1/2014 by the Wall Street
Journal as one of year's six "best
books on making the most of later
life," Cicero's classic On Old Age is
now adapted, explained, and updated to
today's world. “Getting old is not for
sissies”: the mortal words of Bette
Davis. And somewhat the theme of Marcus
Tullius Cicero's On Old Age. Except
that Cicero did not believe in denying
aging or hiding its effects. What he
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believed has been passed on for
generations and still speaks to a
modern world. Now De Senectute can be
read with a real understanding of it,
explained and presented to the
contemporary reader. Adapted by Richard
Gerberding, a retired professor of
history and director of Classical
Studies at the University of Alabama at
Huntsville, Cicero's essay makes sense
and is lively and witty. More than
sixty clever illustrations by Lance
Rossi add to the enjoyment. Part of the
Journeys & Memoirs Series from Quid Pro
Books. Also available in new paperback
and hardcover editions.
Explores the persona of the author in
classical Greek and Latin authors from
a range of disciplines and considers
authority and ascription in relation to
the authorial voice.
A professor of history and classics
describes the actual events of March
15, 44 BC, when Julius Caesar was
murdered during the Roman civil wars,
and comparies them to those outlined by
William Shakespeare in his famous
play.--Publisher's description.
The Author's Voice in Classical and
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Late Antiquity
The Story of History’s Most Famous
Assassination
The Cambridge Guide to Literature in
English
The Columbia Guide to Central African
Literature in English Since 1945
Julius Caesar (2010 edition)
Sharpes' approach synthesizes historical, philosophical,
and cultural standpoints. The text contains practical
teaching applications alongside theory and an integrated
emphasis of diversity and other multicultural themes. It
also covers the history of schooling from ancient times to
the present, including biographies of major non-Western
figures as well as the canon of educational innovators.
An essential writing, reading, and research tool for all
history students, A Pocket Guide to Writing in History
offers a best-selling combination of concise yet
comprehensive advice in a portable and accessible format.
This quick-reference guide provides a practical
introduction to typical history assignments, exercising
critical reading skills, evaluating and documenting sources,
writing effective history papers, conducting research, and
avoiding plagiarism. Building on its time-tested approach,
the seventh edition offers expanded, hands-on guidance for
writing and researching in the digital age, and additional
coverage on working with primary and secondary sources.
Advanced Placement Classroom: Julius Caesar allows
teachers to take a fresh approach to one of Shakespeare's
most famous plays by moving beyond basic history and
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memorization of quotes. Students will engage in
performance approaches to the text, recreate the story's
events in a news show format, participate in collaborative
literature workshop activities, and create their own blogs
to discuss the play's relationship to contemporary life. The
author also provides easy-to-use discussions of
Shakespeare's language and how Julius Caesar can be
studied from different critical perspectives.
Resources in Education
Grammardog Guide to Julius Caesar
I, Cinna (The Poet)
Teaching Shakespeare
ERIC Educational Documents Index, 1966-69: Minor
descriptors and author index
After defeating enemies in battle, Roman
citizens celebrate in the streets as Julius Caesar
and his entourage make their way through the
city. As Caesar passes a soothsayer, he receives
an ominous warning: “Beware the ides of
March,” which he immediately disregards.
Meanwhile, some of his closest followers are
convinced their leader has become too powerful
and plot his removal. Plutarch’s Lives of the
Noble Grecians and Romans was Shakespeare’s
primary source for Julius Caesar. This Standard
Ebooks edition is based on William George
Clark and William Aldis Wright’s 1887 Victoria
edition, which is taken from the Globe edition.
This book is part of the Standard Ebooks
project, which produces free public domain
ebooks.
English Teaching in the Secondary School is a
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comprehensive guide to the theory and practice
of teaching English. This updated 4th edition
has been revised to take into consideration
changes in national policy, drawing on the most
recent research and theory to produce
engaging, practical ideas for use in the
classroom. It challenges mechanistic and
formulaic approaches to teaching, instead
placing an emphasis on reflection,
understanding and informed practice. Guiding
students and new teachers through the whole
process of English teaching in the secondary
school, this edition has been fully updated to
include: • a report of the most recent
developments in national policy • discussion of
multiple literacies and critical literacy • a new
chapter on English as an additional language •
a new chapter on cross curricular themes • new
sections on approaches to the teaching of
grammar • reflections on international
developments in language teaching and their
relevance • a guide to further reading on
resources and research Written in an accessible
style, with a wealth of advice and ideas, English
Teaching in the Secondary School forms
essential reading for all those training to
become secondary English teachers.
Literature Guide
Philippine Studies
The Columbia Guide to East African Literature
in English Since 1945
How To Be Old
Linking theory and practice
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